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?. Introduction
The:::: pinch systems occupy an important place in studies of dense 	 /5
high temperature plasma. Here, detailed thEorF , tical stilly of tbc;ta
pinch, becat:.se of the necessity of tal,ir:g; account of many nonlinear
processes (gas dynamic moticn, rragr r.ti c. field diffusion, Joule heating
by temperature dependent conduction, electron and ion heat conduc-
tivity, bulk energy losses and otter effects), is impossib2c• 10thout the
use of numerioal calculations by computer.
A two temperature nature is characteristic of theta pinches (and,
generally, for fast, high current discharges). The ion component of
the plasma in theta pinches is heated by rapid radial compression and
subsequent slow final compression in a magnetic field which increases
over time. The electron temperature changes, both due to compression,
and as a result of Joule heating. Since the relaxation time between
the electrons and ions, as a rule, is greater than or comparable with
the characteristic time of the process, the plasma components can have
different temperatures: Te3^Ti.
i	 Experiments show 11-2] that "end" losses (escape of mass, impulse
r	 and energy through the ends of the plasma pinch) also can s-'gnificantly
v
affect the dynamics of the process in theta pinches.
1
To study a theta pinch with end losses, formulation of at least a	 /6
two dimensional probler: is necessary. Hots+ever, fcr a quaff itative analy-
sis of the processes, it also is advisable to consider a one dimensional
Problem, v,hich models, ti.e end loves, with bulk escape of mass, impulse,
and energy.
Numbers '.ri they marGir_ indicate pagination in the foreign te,>t.
1
aor,1e results of numerical cal.culaticns of theta pinch problems are
presented in this study. The phys-ical procc ,00seti in theta pinch systems
are conc:iderec7 in a ono cUmencdonal two temperature ma.gnetohydrodynamic
approxime.t3on, with allcwance for era l.osce, by lcngitudir.al rf;4a.t
ccr^cl^.c:t: vlty. The numerical ca,lculatfc:ns avo compared with cxpe.rlrcrts
conducted ear l.ier at Sk'TT	 The comparison gives :satisfactory results
for a ni rber of parameters. However, there also are a number of d^ c;-
agroor?ents of the results and exparImental data. This makes further re-
finement of the physi ,-al and mathe.rns,.tical fo2nrx,1a.tJon of the problem
necessary. The results of preliminary numerical calculations of the
two meter theta pir„ch bi.i .: 11t SF'T1 are presented.
2. Formulation of the Problem
Electrical oa.pacitcnce C, with initial volta6e U  on it, is discharged
in a coil, a circular retal cylinder cut along the generatrix. The
c: l:lnder length is Z. and the radius, r.,. A discharge chamber Is placed
ns.ide tre cylinder. It is filled with a. hot, conduct.ing deutcrrum
plasma with initial temperature T e o=T1 0 1 It is assumed that the chamber
walls are electrically nonconducting and "hat the conductivity in the
annular region between: the p n-asma F.ird the coil (vacuum) is zero. We
will consider the process of compression and heating the plasma pinch with
a rragnetic field, on the assumption of axial symmetry, in a two tern-•
perature ma:gnetohydrodyr.•amic appr. oximat i on, with allowance for electron
and ion, heat conductivity, Joule heating and bulk energy losses.
	 /7
The corresponding system of i4agnet.chydrodynamlc equations, with
allowance for the effectr listed above, in Lagrangian mass coordinates,
has the form:
Dot ( p l`^ a lz^^ ^ 7F_
--	 i'^erJ 3 a	 : =r	 ;%fir=	 (2)
(5)
A. T {	 S'^^.R4 'Y
.y r s	 v
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Here, t is the tame, r is the Euler cocrdinate:, n,(dm ==pzdr) is the
L.agrangian mass coordinate, tYe Lngrc-nE,,J ar, time derivative ., v is the
plasma velooity, p i s the d risity, E: F ,.	 : ^Jy p^  and Ti are th e s pe cific
internal ene.-ry and temperature of the electrons and ionE, respe~ctIvely,
P, and I',,
 are the electron and ion pressure, W e and W, are the radial
heat: flows due to electron and :Lon heat conductivity, K IS the coeffi-
cient of heat- conductivity, Qie J.* the 	 relaxation, Q. is
the j,ntrinsic plasma bremsstrahlung, H. and E
	 are the axial and
azimuthal compcnents of the magnetic field strength, respectively, o is
the cunduct_.vity and c is the velocity of light.
Tiuncticns W  e:xrre,:s the end losses of energy in the plasma pirich
	 /S
by "Longitudinal (directed along the pinch axis) component of the electron
heat conductivity flow. It is expressed by the quantity
where K=K(Te) is the temperature: dependent coej'f':ciert of heat conductiv-
ity and A is the length of the pla ma pinch.
We Shall consider the quantities which express the phy c ical proper-
 iss	
compl e t e 	 z tties of the deu terium ;plasma, ^r. the ^.u.,^,:rrpt:•:.1 c;ra o f c. l .te ioni^at^.an,
with the use of the formulas presented in
	 for their c:.alcula.tion:
sec`' ^. r" !,^^ ohiri cm (10)
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In f'or y:,xias	 ) L c: q.i.ta.ntity A :U) the Cou'Al corsil. logarithm, the
tt mporature io, measu.red In olectrcn volts, and the remaining quantitites,
in the C01", system.
lie will consider the equation of -s tate of an ideal gas to be valid:
(16)
System of equation.,s	 is oolvcd in the region O< m< M(O<r<, , 0),
where r0
 
J,.,3 the r&.dJvL, cif' t)-., o d.^. ,.)charge chamber, M is the plasma mass
in one radJax , , ii,.	 of length of the plasna. pinch.
With m= 0(3:— C), ti-.c. synnnctry conditions
are assigned. With m=M(r=r,'),
-"(1
id;crc discrarge current !(Mt) is determined from the electric circuit
equations
(20)
with the initial ccnditLons
(21)
H ,,re, L,, R and C are the f-nductance, resistance and
	
in, the
external, circuit, respectively, and U0 4 ,-4 the Initial voltage. The
problem formulated above was solvod, by means of difference methods
developed at the lnsti"Cute of Applied Mathematics, Academy of Sciences
USSR, descl, -4 bod in detail in [6-10]. We present some results of numeri-
cal solution of the problem, formulated above.
Will
., F.es,jlt., of Numerical Fx )c-rJments for "Small" Theta Pinch
A series of calculatione, was carried Gut for the so called "omal. l"
theta pinch system, v-,MA-ch was studled experimentally at SFTT 3
	
The
initla1 pa,Vanetf 1'rs Vlore' ra- follows: electrical. capacitance C=IPO pI+,
initial voltage U--33kV, ohmic resistance of circuit R-, 2U" 3 Ohm, inductance /
L= 7 . 10 - H. At the init : a.l t fl.nc, t --(,N ) :1,t is ,,ssume(, that the deut erium
plasma is heated to temperature Teo=Ti0=5eV, initial magnetic field
H z =0, chamber radius r0 =3.5 cm, initial density p =2.34.1.0-9g/cm3
(r9 U •='l ^ ;.01^^em-3) . The length of the plasma pinch along th e z axi s is
Q=21cm.
The changes of the outer boundaries of the plasma
charge current T in the circuit vs. time during a half'
in Fig. 1. After the first ii-zziircturr, compression, which
t=0.3 useo, some radiz,l. oscillations of the plasma are
die out completely at time t=1.4 psec. Current amplitl
the discharge half period T/2=10.5 psec.
pinch r and di.s-
period are shown
is reached at
observed, which
.tde 1=1.15N.A, and
The averaga `*slues cf temperatures Ti and T  and density p (averages
over tz.o anti ve: ):lasma pinch mass M, i.e., 	 .- J `^ ^T /,-,^	 etc.) vs.
ss
^ ,rr
time and number of neutrons 	 ^^ f'' cg` ^` ^'< r' i'%' :. '^ ^^^f-' ^`	 at time t.
The maxiniurr, average t c-,nper atures are reached before the time of the dis-
charge: cur!,4,in{: i,.axi,n;un: (Temax 11aeV), at t = 4 psec and Timax^ 440eV,
at t=2.2 psec. This is connected primarily with t he lcngi+;udina] electron
heat conductivity and, to a some.wha.t le ser extent, with the transverse
ion and electron heat conductivities. The maximum density p=2.9.10-7
g/cm3 (p/p0= 124) is reached near the magnetic field maximum. The , tem-
perature and density fluctuations which arise in the initial stage of the
process, Jjust like the inertial oscillations of the plasma pinch (see
Fig. 1) , die out over ti.rrlr . Three Ic t.. significant "breakaway" of the	 i
ion corrpont!r,t of the teriperature from the electron component, which	 /11
reaches the highest values at the tire of the maximum of Ti . The
ba7ic: e,ource of heating of the ion component is the work of the Compres-
sion forces of the plasma, with the ncrF, aS'LnA.; ma..gnetic field. The ions
exchange energy ty collisions with electrons, part of which then is Lest
^; s
5
from thc: Oystem by 1cr.pitudinal electron heat *ondvcttNr." ty (Ft-C ,
 rq. 3-4) .
After they 	 thv rate os inarea ,--E in t ;e.= ma6ric•tic
 
field is so
.4
small that they rate of escape cf c>nvrC^y bt,ccr,=c.s U;xe:ater than the rate of
supply of oneray (sc:c: I'it;. Q, Therefore, toward the end of the half
period, T i relaxvu to the v^,laue cf Te . The number of neutrons per dis-
charge is tt , : rju r' :' ty P1 =0.6.10 5 neutron/discharge .
Profile:; of ina s Larrt;ngi c n coordinate m as a function of temperature
^'e (solid	 Ti (daskwed	 density p ( line with tri arigle:;;) r- r.d
magnetic field strength H 2 (drat-dashed lire) at various moments of time,
ind i cated by the corresponding figures cat, yt.E. c.c..rves (time is presented
in microseconds) are given in Fig. 3, 4. In the initial stage of the
process, the magnetic field forms a skin near the outer boundary of the
plasma. The azimuthal current density and Joule heating rate are at
a maximum in this region. Because of this, the electron temperature
:-s higher than the ion temperature on the surface of the plasma pinch
and lower than Ti in the remaining part of the system. In time, the
temperature equalizes quite rapidly over the mass of the pinch, and
we have Ti >Te everywhere. The radial distribution of the shock wave
and its accumulation on the pinch axis are followed from tree density
profiles. After,
 the inertial oscillations of the plasma die out, the
density distribution has a bell shape.
'?'h(^ energy v cOucs whi,ch make up the balance of the total energy o-"
the system vs. time are pr,c:sented in Fig. 5:
/_	 (22)
Here	 eloctroit.26,nr.^ f_r. energy in capacitance;	 11
C.	 u c 12C
c
w •.^ ^. Q r-172
energy in inductance;
energy converted to Soule heat of external
resistance (circuit losses);
magnetic fie:d enei gy, JA-r,et-i c2 et p rgy rare:
total internal energy of system., xr. ,FectivGiy,
at giver. time,,
W -
energy lo. es by longitudinal electron heat
r	 # i.
•'.	 conductivity and due to plasma brem utrahlung;
R0 and e0	 initial circuit electromagnetic energy and
plasma internal energy.
It follows from the calculations that the efficiency of conversion
of the electrical energy of the external circuit to internal energy, as
a function of the initial conditions, is in the 0.0014-0.009 range. The
energy losses due to longitudinal heat conductivity turn out to be
comparable to the internal energy, while the energy losses due to brems-
strahlung of a pure deuterium plasma do not play a significant part in
the energy balance. The energy values which make up the internal energy
balance of the system vs. time are presented in Fig, 6:
(23)
here,
	
^^	 F ; `^ ;r x`•	 work of compression
G O
t
J
	
Jrd
Joule heat of system.
It is evident that the work of compression plays a considerably greater
part than Joule heat,
Fig. 7 and Table 1 illustrate the effect of longitudinal electron
(Wz ) and radial ion (Wi ) heat conductivity on the processes under con-
sideration. The average ion temperature vs. time for various versions
of the calculation is presented in Fig. 7. The case W z Pdo, W1/0 is
plotted as a solid line, W z -O, Wi =O, as a dashed line, W 2 =0, 1 .11 0, as
a dot-dash line and Wz =O, W,-O, as a dash-double tick line. The maximum
plasma temperature and density, the number of neutrons per discharge
and the energy conversion efficiency for the abovementioned versions of
the calculations are presented in Table 1. It is evident that both
current W  and current W  significantly affect the plasma parameters.
However, the energy losses by longitudinal heat conductivity play a
decisive role. Allowance for W  leads to a considerable reduction in
the ion and electron temperatures. The efficiency of conversion of elec-
tromagnetic energy to internal plasma energy is reduced to half, in
4
7
	
1
fl3
v
V * ca	 ::ere, t;he z°^1.^ , ma concentration changeZ comparativoly Little.
Tste moot ooncitive parameter io the neutron yield, which, depending; on
the calculation condition;, changes by three orders of magnitude,
Currents W. and Wi affect both the amplitude of the quantittoo arid, also,
these quantities vs. time (see Fig. 7).
TABLE 1.
Caloulption
Roan-
	
vQrNa.on '^^ r•.%^^^`	 41Q, 41^	 ^ti=3, s^Q	 ^3z-D, 1 ^.^
ev
4 1 5"s0 7j7
°`	 V ;.19 IN 1003 903
I
124 T11 76 75,5
—	 --
,:'	 of 0.6'105 3.4.106 {	
2.51106	
^
1.3.107
c	 ^' 0.0014 0.00154 0.0035 0.0037
.,.	
at	 max 2,2 2.92 5.27 5.27
u	 Sec j	
- --- --
4. Comparison with, Experiment
Comparison of the calculations carried out for the "small" system, 116
with allowance for the longitudinal electron and transverse ion heat
conductivities, with the experimental results l3l shows that there is
quantitative coincidence of the parameters (Table 2). This model des-
cribes well the electrical engineering parameters of the discharge
circuit (1, T) and the initial stage of the process, including the rapid
compression and subsequent inertial plasma oscillations. The calculated
and measured electron temperatures are consistent.
At the same time, significantly understated ion temperatures Ti and
neutron yields and overstated plasma concentrations were obtained in the
calculations. It does not correspond to experience at the stage of slow,
adiabatic final compression of the plasma and time changes of the plasma
pinch radius r, Ti and N.
III trite exPeza .L'M(E nt, r docraaaQo monotonically, and Ti
 and 1.1 reach
-ax1r,auri valutis In thu magnetic field maximum. In the calculations, r
i o practically conotanV ovf:r tame, but Ti and 11 reach maximum values in the
first quarter of tho period. The cauae of this discrepancy may be
particle to see through the ends of the syotem. The most severe end
l.osooz should :show up in short pinches. Qualitative analysis shows
that th y: escape of mass may result in additional heating of the particles
remaining in the system, due to the adiabatic final compression of
the plasma.
TABLE 2.
].o-
/7 0	 Eaaax e current
of CIS
:tat; on
/?MPX
eriofl neutronC. 3J	 10 `sec'C [htAl Cr0-r rQC (c	 3^ GeV ] [eV) dicchoxge
Theory	 7'1014 21 I.I5 0.3 8.5.1016 119 440 0.6.105
.	 7'1014periment 19+0.5 1.3fi0.15 4.3+0.05 2 • IO I 	1e0+`za a,00"+200 7'I05+2.105
I. I' 10x5
5. Results of Numerical Experiments for Two Meter Theta Finch
Similar calculations were carried out for the two meter theta pinch
built at SFTT (j, = 200 cm), experiments on which will start in the second
half of 1979. The inital data were the following: C = 1920pF, U 0 =	 /17
35kV, R = 3 . 10-5 ohm, L = 8.5 . 10-9HI Teo = Ti  = 5eV.
The average electron and ion temperatures and concentrations vs.
time, as well as the total number of neutrons at time t, for initial
density p0 -2.34 . 10 -9g/cm 3 ( n0 = 7 . 10 i4 cm-3 ), are presented in Fig. 8.
Version (1) corresponds to the case, when there is no escape of heat by
longitudinal electron heat conductivity (W z=0). In version (2), the
coefficient of longitudinal electron heat conductivity for a deuterium
plasma is used (z=1). Allowance for longitudinal electron heat conduc-
tivity reduces the value of T  from 1900eV to 1170eV. A comparison of
the calculation results for the "sma-'_- " (see Fig. 2) and "large:" systemo
shows that a tenfold increase in pinch length R results in a 3 -4 times
increase of T  (this result is consistent with the approximate analytical
relationship T eti, obtained from analysis of the energy balance of the
I,
	 9
iY
electron component of Wlio pla:ama) . The electron temperature reacllef. the
maximum value in the initial Otago of tho. ditoeharge, and it oubsequ-.*r t .y
changes little.
A series of studio [11, 121 in recusit years has been devoted to
:study of a method of limitation of end losseo, by means of physical
:plugs (clooures). Physical closures on the ends of the theta pinch
should both exclude losses of particles from the plasma, and reduce
(limit) energy losses caused by longitudinal electron heat conductivity,
by the formation of a high z plasma in the area of the plugs
(	 .^^ 	 X	 CbJ ). The value of z should be selected, so that
radiation losses do not exceed losses by longitudinal, electron heat
conductivity. Lstimates :show that, at the optimum z=30, coefficient
	
/1$
KI) decreases approximately eightfold. Numerical calculations for z=20
(Fig. 60)) give an app ,a ;fable inc rease: in electron temperature over
the z=1 case (this re.;ult should b e considered are r^r»r^ n ate? since it nrna
- -	 ----	
rp........,
	 ,	 rruv
obtained within the scope of a one dimensional mathematical model with
bulk discharges).
The maximum ion temperature depends little on 
KII. Since the re.-
laxation time Te ,i
 is comparable to the half period T/2, a considerable
gap is retained taetween T  and Ti , during the entire half period.
The radial distributions of functions p, T e , Ti, Hz and J, for
time t=7.1 sec, with initial density p 0=2.34 , 10-9g/cm3 , are presented
in Figs. 9 and 10. With K11 = 0 (Fig. 9), an electron temperature peak
forms at the boundary of the plasma pinch (T layer [131). Inclusion of
the longitudinal electron heat conductivity corresponding to z=1 results
in resorption of the T layer (Fig. 10).
The authors thank A.A. Samarskiy, R.G. Salukvadze and S.P.
Kurdyumov for interest in the work and useful discussions, as well as
L.N. Busurina, for participation in programing, conduct of the cal-
culations and processing of the results,
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